
LSERSA Commi+ee Mee.ng 
20.03.23 
Via Zoom 
 
Attendees: Andrew Atkinson 
 Lindsay Ayton 
 John Ali 
 Dom Wakeling 
 Chris Huelin 
 Nigel Hilliard 
 Dave Hill 
 
Apologies: Simon Everitt 
 Jason Townsend 
 Jules Golbey 
 Marna Wakeling  
 Hannah Pop 
 
 
The committee thanked Paul Collier for his time, effort, dedication during his time as Chair. 
 
Roles 
 
The Executive Committee will send notification out to all LSERSA clubs of the various vacant roles 
and request nominations by 10 April 2023 with a vote set for 17 April 2023. 
 
It is noted that not all roles are currently vacant as some committee members remain in place for 
the 2023 summer race season, however it is felt best to advertise and recruit now ready for 2024 
preparation in Autumn 2023. 
 
The roles are: 

Chair 
Vice Chair 
Chair of Race Committee / Chief of Race (shadow role until Autumn 2023) 
CWO (shadow role until Autumn 2023) 
Race Secretary 
Chief of Calcs (shadow role until Autumn 2023) 
Assistant Chief of Calcs 
Equipment Officer (shadow role until Autumn 2023) 
Webmaster (shadow role until Autumn 2023) 

 
JA volunteered to be LSERSA's interim Chair until the vote – the committee thanked him for this and 
agreed it (NB: JA does not wish to be Chair after the vote). 
 
London Schools 
 
David Burns has taken over London Schools from DM, this year the race will be 24/25 June. DB 
contacted NH to advise they would like to use LSERSA for the SSE Membership and for it's accounts.  
Emily Evans will be chief of race.  DB confirmed they do not need LESERSA's equipment, nor 
volunteers.  NH advised DB that LSERSA cannot make a loss.  Committee asked NH if he was willing 
to control the accounts for the race – NH confirmed he was and the committee thanked him.  NH to 



contact DB to confirm LSERSA's accounts could be used and NH will do all the bank entries and that a 
robust budget is to be set. 
 
LSERSA 2023 Summer Races 
 
Races are all set.  JA advised that logos of some sponsors can be put onto the medal ribbons for 
1st/2nd/3rd places.  JA is speaking to Pete Calvert about updating the system.  Equipment needs to 
be checked - CH to advise date of this in order for volunteers to be recruited. 
 
Bibs/Marketing 
 
JA advised LSERSA need 200 new bibs.  Last time Ski Shack and Fidelity each contributed £2 per bib.  
Bibs are now £11 per bib + VAT.  LA advised that a potential new sponsor Maisonsport are interested 
in contributing towards the new bibs - LA to further discussions with them.  Bibs potentially could be 
ready for the first race. 
 
NH advised sponsorship from 2 x 2023 sponsors had not yet arrived - LA and AA to chase. 
 
Sponsor's details / blurb and URLs to be put onto race invites. 
 
Chatham Ski Centre 
 
JA advised that the centre are reviewing the amount of training sessions held there as wishing to 
condense number of sessions especially between September and April.  Chatham/uni training have 
changed the number of sessions / days they hold training.  JA/Ski centre to provide more 
information. 
 
AOB 
JA would like ski cross training to continue and to potentially hold a ski cross race. 
 
Next Meeting 
17 April 
 
 
  
 


